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The Mix & Go BMX Series of skid steer cement 
mixer attachments are built to scoop, mix and 
pour cement at a rate that meets or exceeds your 
expectations. Excavator mounts are available.

MODELS
BMX 100
BMX 250
BMX 450
BMX 600

Features:
- Galvanized side chute for assisted pouring and a safety grate installed on top.
- A hydraulically operated center chute provides the operator with excellent visibility for pouring.
- A spring assisted side gate locks the gate in place and aids in the actuation.
- The sprocket and chain drive system is completley enclosed and sealed to keep it out of harms way.
- A 5 ft. flexible hose is provided for easy pouring.
- Easy to lift grate lid makes cleaning with water easy. 
- Integrated top bag cutter to make cement bag splitting and dumping easy.
- Steel paddle/auger style drive is suitable for concrete and grout. It mixes just about anything.
- Precision laser cut parts, CNC forming and robotic welding creates a high quality finished product.
- Pad mounting holes for excavators to connect to so this becomes a dual purpose product with just a 
few turns of a wrench.
- Drive system is reversible so that you can mix and dispense using your hydraulics.

ET-BMX-250See the Video Online!

ET-BMX-600

ET-BMX-450
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3.3, 9, 16 and 21 Cu. Ft. Eterra mixers have plenty of room to transport with no spillage.
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These cement mixers are industry leaders and there's no question why. They outperform all similar 
competitive models in volume, features, ease of use and performance. If you're a contractor or you 
have a job that you think this might be a suitable solution for you, give us a call and we can discuss 
the specifics with you! Find videos for the Eterra BMX Cement Mixer Attachment on Youtube and 
Vimeo (Search: Eterra Cement Mixer).
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